Improved detection of inflammatory bowel disease by additional automated motility analysis in magnetic resonance imaging.
The objective of this study was to evaluate whether the use of automatically generated maps of bowel motility (motility mapping) in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) leads to an increased detection rate of inflammatory bowel disease. Fifty consecutive patients with suspected or known inflammatory bowel disease who underwent bowel MRI using a 1.5-T scanner were analyzed retrospectively. In addition to standard small bowel magnetic resonance protocol, a dynamic coronal T2-weighted sequence (dynamic MRI) was acquired. Dynamic sequences were used to automatically generate a parametric map depicting bowel motility. Two readings of the MRI were performed: first, evaluation of static MRI alone and second, evaluation of static MRI combined with dynamic MRI (motility mapping). Static MRI was analyzed on parameters defining inflammation (morphology, enhancement). Dynamic MRI (motility mapping) was evaluated on the basis of a color-coded scheme displaying hypomotility and hypermotility. Using motility maps, additional inflammatory lesions were found in 13 (26%) of the 50 patients, resulting in a significantly higher detection rate using static MRI together with motility mapping compared with static MRI alone (P = 0.0002). Overall, 66 inflammatory lesions of the bowel were detected in a total of 38 patients (static MRI + motility mapping) versus 51 lesions in 34 patients (sole evaluation of static MRI). Motility assessment of the bowel provides additional information and improves the detection of inflammatory lesions in MRI.